No Offensive Action By Indian Troops

NEW YORK, Oct. 30 (AP) — President Nixon, who had provoked China on the Moscow arms deal, reiterated his warning today that Chinese communist forces are not preparing offensive action by their troops in the border area or even along the frontier.

The president told a group of selected editors at the Christian Science Monitor that Chinese and Indian forces are not preparing offensive action by their troops in the border area or even along the frontier.

De Gaulle Satisfied With Referendum Results

(Paris)—General De Gaulle is fully satisfied with the results of the recent referendum that he called to choose future Presidents of the Fifth Republic. General De Gaulle's constitutional plan, which provided for a new Constitution, was approved by an overwhelming majority of those voting.

De Gaulle has called on the French people to ratify the new Constitution in a referendum that will be held next month.

Cuba Demands Early End To Nuclear Testing

NEW YORK, Oct. 30 (AP) — The Cuban delegation, representing the majority of the United Nations' General Assembly, has asked the United States and the Soviet Union to agree to an immediate end to all nuclear testing.

The Cuban delegation, represented by Mr. Fidel Castro, has asked the United States and the Soviet Union to agree to an immediate end to all nuclear testing.

Rhodesia Question

WASHINGTON, Oct. 30 (AP) — The Department of State is to discuss with the United Nations Security Council on the Rhodesia situation, as it is to do tomorrow.

The United States recently has said that it will discuss the Rhodesia situation with the United Nations Security Council.

KABUL TIMES

THE WEATHER

U.N. & Britain Asked To Need To Continue Efforts For Tests Ban Accord With Soviet Leaders Intervene In WESTERN DELEGATES' PLEA FOREIGN MINISTER CALLS FOR GENEVA NEGOTIATIONS

GAYE, Oct. 30 (AP) — African-Asian delegates presented to the United Nations Security Council last week, asked the United States and Britain to continue efforts for a tests ban accord with the Soviet Union.

Foreign Minister

Mr. Khrushchev

KABUL, Oct. 30 (AP) — Mr. Khrushchev, the Soviet Foreign Minister, is reported to have said that the United States and Britain should be asked to continue efforts for a tests ban accord with the Soviet Union.

Mr. Khrushchev is reported to have said that the United States and Britain should be asked to continue efforts for a tests ban accord with the Soviet Union.

Indian Posts

KABUL, Oct. 30 (AP) — Indian Posts and Telegraphs has been asked to continue efforts for a tests ban accord with the Soviet Union.

Indian Posts was asked to continue efforts for a tests ban accord with the Soviet Union.
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ARRESTED

KABUL, Oct. 30 (AP) — A report from Quetta, Pakistan, said that an attempt had been made to assassinate a former Pakistan Army officer in Quetta.

The report said that an attempt had been made to assassinate a former Pakistan Army officer in Quetta.
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The report said that an attempt had been made to assassinate a former Pakistan Army officer in Quetta.
2 More W.H.O. Specialists
For Afghanistan KABUL, Oct. 31—(AP)—The American
Ambassador to the World
Health Organization, yesterday
met Dr. Abdul Majid, the Afghan
President of the Malaria Eradica
tion Commission.
Dr. Quadee later said that Dr.
Kabir, the Kabul Ambassador to
the U.N., had written to the
American
Ambassador in Addis Ababa, request
ing that two more specialists for
the Malaria Eradication
Programme be sent to Afghanistan.
During the meeting doctors and
scientists of the Department of
Health of the Ministry of Health
were also present.
Dr. Kabir visited various branches
of the American Embassy in
Kabul and the All Aid Health
Institute.

Another U.S. Nuclear
Device Exploded
HONOLULU, Oct. 31 (AP)—A phosphorous nuclear device was
exploded here today, but the
embassy reported no injuries.
An Atomic Energy Commis
sion official said it was the biggest of 30 explosions of phosphor
ous devices in the year.

ALGERIA: DAY TOMORROW
People Look To Future
With Confidence
ALGIERS, Oct. 31, (Tass) — Tomorrow Algeria will celebrate
the Day of their struggle for independence. A festive
spirit is already in evidence in the streets and squares of
the city.

On the occasion of national flags fly
over flat roofs and balconies of the buildings and on the
radio and television, recalling the
struggle of the African people for
independence, which is already
enshrined in the constitution of the
new state. The Algerian government
is taking every possible measure
to ensure that the celebrations take
place without any disturbance.

Traces of War
An independent republic rose
up on the ruins of the colony. But
the memories of those days are still
seen, everywhere in the
capital. All windows and doors
are decorated with flowers,
flags and signs of national pride.
Nature, the symbol of justice and
peace, remains the dominant
theme of the celebrations.

Chinese Representation
In U.N. Paskhov Explains
Afghanistan's Views On The Issue
NEW YORK, Oct. 31—Speaking in the U.N. General
Assembly recently on the issue of Chinese representation
at the U.N., Comrade Paskhov, the
Afghan delegate, said that "we regret very much that once again the Assembly is
confronted with the crucial question of the legal rights of the Chinese People's Republic in the United Nations, an issue which has
been so controversial for so long.

We have been told that China is a neighbouring country, that the People's Republic of China is part of
the United Nations, that the Chinese side has been patient and long suffering and that we have ventured to ask
permission to speak, in this Assembly, that we do not wish to see this
issue clouded in any way by irrelevant considerations. There is one
consideration before the Assembly at the present time; in our
opinion, it is the right of the representative of a Member State
Mr. Paskhov said: "Our support for the seating of the People's Republic of
China in the United Nations is based on the fact that we have recognized the
People's Republic of China, for our position itself has evolved from our

UNIVERSITY OF
KABUL, Oct. 31.—Professor
Mr. Paskhov said: "In the interests of peace in Asia, the part of the world to which we belong, the
issue of the Chinese representation in the United Nations is of vital importance.

No New Member
"As I have repeatedly said, I am not
discussing the admission of a new
member to the United Nations, we
rather faced with the question of the credentials of a Member State. The nature of the question cannot
be changed even though it has wide political implications, and we are
convinced that the answer to this
question is in the interests of peace
in Asia, in the interests of the
people of the United Nations.

SINO-INDIAN
BORDER ISSUE
U.S.S.R. Calls For
Negotiations
NEW YORK, Oct. 31, (Reuter) — The Soviet Government has
been trying to make another
move to resolve the Sino-Indian
border dispute—after another
move towards diplomatic
relations in the United Nations.

Speaking after the USSR
proposed the Chinese admission
had been defeated by 56 votes to 43, Mr. V. Chernenko, the
U.S.S.R. delegate, told the General
Assembly that the U.S.S.R. believed
the border dispute should be settled
by peaceful means, through
negotiations.

The Soviet Union believed that
the report on the border events was
not connected with events in China and India's national interests.